Sellar reconstruction algorithm in endoscopic transsphenoidal pituitary surgery: experience with 240 cases
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Abstract
Background: Proposing a strategy for sellar reconstruction in endoscopic transsphenoidal transsellar approach for pituitary adenoma.

Methods: 240 patients with pituitary adenoma underwent pure endoscopic endonasal transsphenoidal surgery. Intra-operative CSF leaks were classified as grade 0, no observable leak; grade 1, CSF dripping through an arachnoid membrane defect of less than 1 mm; and grade 2, CSF flowing through an arachnoid defect of more than 1 mm. Sellar reconstruction was performed according to our staging system; in stage I, the defect was covered with oxidized cellulose and sphenoid sinus filled up with Gelfoam. In stage II, a layer of fat was applied on the defect and fascia lata placed epidurally. In stage III, one or two layers of fascia were used with adding surgical glue and/or lumbar drainage. Mucosa of sphenoid sinuses was kept intact as much as possible and approximated at the end of procedure.

Result: intra-operative CSF leaks grade 0, 1 and 2 resulted in 133(55.4%), 78 (32.5%) and 29(12.1%) patients, respectively. Stage I of reconstruction was used in 126 patients (52.5%) with no intra-operative CSF leak or severe prolapse of arachnoid membrane. Stage II was performed in 80 patients (33.3%) with either leak grade 1 (73 patients) or grade 0 with severe prolapse of the suprasellar components induced in the sella (2 cases) or in whom extra-pseudocapsular dissection performed (5 cases). Stage III was performed in 34 cases (14.2%) with either CSF leak grade 2 (29 patients) or grade 1 with simultaneous severe destruction or removal of sellar floor laterally, superiorly or inferiorly (5 patients) which made it impossible to place the fascia underlay to the bone. A minimum of 18 months follow-up showed development of 2 CSF leaks (0.8%), one pneumocephalus (0.4%) and 2 meningitis (0.8%) cases.

Conclusion: Given the low postoperative CSF leak rate, we demonstrated that our adopted sellar reconstruction strategy focusing mostly on the adopted intra-operative CSF leak grading system is safe and useful for overcoming devastating complications like postoperative CSF leaks.
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Introduction
Postoperative cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak is still the most serious complication of the transsphenoidal approaches to pitui-
ly meningitis (2-6). For many years, sellar reconstruction has been postulated as a crucial step in this approach to overcome such complications. However, there is still a lot of controversy regarding reconstruction techniques, graft materials and the necessity of reconstruction in every case (2-5, 7). As an intra-operative CSF leak is an imperative predictive factor for developing a postoperative leak, and several authors now suggest that this should be considered as a factor to determine whether sellar reconstruction is needed (2, 7-11). So far several intra-operative CSF leak grading systems have been suggested according to the size of arachnoid defect or CSF flow (7, 10, 11). In this study, we explain the intra-operative CSF leak grading system used in the research and the staging devised for sellar reconstruction following endoscopic transsphenoidal transsellar approach for pituitary adenoma along with the results of this strategy.

**Methods**

**Study population:** Between April 2006 and April 2011, 240 patients with pituitary adenoma with endoscopic transsphenoidal transsellar procedure were enrolled in the study. Patients who underwent extended approaches were excluded from the study; however the cases in which tuberculum sellar bone was removed (without the planum sphenoidale removal) were included in the analysis. The ethics committee of ENT-Head and Neck research center approved the study, and written informed consent was preoperatively obtained from the patients. The same neurosurgeon and otorlaryngologist performed the procedures. We perioperatively administered prophylactic antibiotic regimens for the patients. All patients were followed up for at least 18 months.

**Surgical technique:** After the infiltration of xylocaine (1%) with Epinephrine (1/100,000), the adenomas were removed through a purely endoscopic endonasal transsphenoidal transsellar approach, using a rigid endoscope, pituitary ring curettes and suction.

To reach the sphenoid sinus, we used a monostril or binostril transseptal approach via a septal mucosal incision 2 mm anterior to the rostrum and up to 5 mm posterior septectomy, respectively. After partial removal of the anterior face of the sphenoid sinus, the sphenoid mucosa was incised to reach the sinus. Removal of sphenoid rostrum added more space posteriorly thus alleviate the need for larger posterior septectomy. After removing the inter-sinus septum and the localization of the sella, the mucosa of the posterior wall of the sinus covering the sella was pushed laterally to expose the sellar floor bone. The mucosal layer was thereby kept untouched as much as possible in the other parts of the sinus. Wherever possible, extra pseudo-capsular dissection was performed via a bimanual microsurgical technique and using the binostril approach. Angled endoscopes (mostly 30 degrees) were used to remove any suprasellar, lateral or inferior extension of the tumor. At the end of the procedure, reconstruction of the sella was performed according to degree of CSF leak and our devised staging system.

**a-Intra-operative CSF leakage grading system:** The adopted grading system of intraoperative CSF leak was somehow similar to Kelly’s classification (7). In this grading system, cases with no observable leak were considered as grade 0; if CSF was obviously dripping or there was an arachnoid membrane defect of less than 1 mm; as grade 1 and if there was a stream of CSF through an arachnoid defect of more than 1 mm; grade 2 (Table 1).

**b- Sellar reconstruction staging system:** The proposed staging system for sellar reconstruction based on factors such as intraoperative CSF leak, floppiness of arachnoid membrane, the tumor removal technique, and characteristics of the bony defect which predictably contribute to postoperative complications (Algorithm 1 and Table 2).
Table 1. Intra-operative CSF leak grading system in cranial base surgery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade of CSF leak</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 0</td>
<td>No observable CSF leak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade I</td>
<td>Obvious CSF dripping trough an arachnoid membrane defect of less than 1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade II</td>
<td>Obvious CSF flow through an arachnoid defect of more than 1 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cerebrospinal fluid, CSF

Table 2. Sellar reconstruction staging in endoscopic transnasal approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staging</th>
<th>Reconstruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage I</td>
<td>1) Covering the defect with a layer of Surgicel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2) Filling sphenoid sinus with Gelfoam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage II</td>
<td>1) A thin layer of fat on surgicel applying on arachnoid membrane defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2) a layer of fascia underlay/to bone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+3, 4) The same as stage I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage III</td>
<td>1) A thin layer of fat on surgicel applying on arachnoid membrane defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2) One or two layer of fascia underlay/onlay to dura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+3,4) The same as stage I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+5) covering the surgicel layer with surgical glue +/- lumbar drain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1. Staging of sellar reconstruction in cranial base surgery

Stage I: In the absence of an intra-operative CSF leak (grade 0), the sellar floor was repaired using oxidized cellulose (Surgicel from Ethicon Inc, Somerville, NJ, USA), and the sphenoid sinus subsequently filled with Gelfoam (Fig.1). The exceptions were cases in whom extra pseudocapsular dissection performed or had severe prolapse of the arachnoid membrane and suprasellar cisterns out of sellar floor, which reconstructed according to stage II.

Stage II: this stage of reconstruction was mainly used in cases with grade 1 CSF leaks. In this stage, the arachnoid membrane was faced with a thin layer of fat applied to a small piece of Surgicel (the fat touching the arachnoid membrane). Then, a layer of fascia lata was placed as an underlay to the bone in the epidural space. Subsequently the graft was covered by Surgicel and the sphenoid sinus filled with Gelfoam (Fig.2). But there were two exceptions that when it encountered, patients with grade 1 CSF leak were reconstructed according to...
stage III. First, if the fascial layer could not be placed underlay to the bone in situations like severe sellar bone destruction (ghost sella or sphenoid sinus invasion) or bone removal far laterally. Second, if leak happened due to the violation of the arachnoid above the diaphragm under the tuberculum sella which were mostly occur when bone removal extended to include tuberculum sella.

Stage III: Reconstruction in this stage was the same as stage II, except for the use of synthetic glue as a buttress over the grafts and/or the use of a lumbar drain for CSF diversion. If the arachnoid defect was more than 5 mm, an intradural layer of fascia was also applied. This stage of reconstruction was considered mainly for cases with a grade 2 CSF leak. Synthetic glue, N-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate (Glubran 2, Viareggio, Italy), was applied as the final layer extracranially on the Surgicel layer and the sphenoid sinus filled with Gelfoam (Fig. 3). Lumbar drainage adopted as an adjuvant therapy for very high output leaks since these leaks were considered to be more susceptible to continue postoperatively.

In all cases, in order to decrease the dead space, Valsalva maneuver was performed at the end of tumor removal. To insure watertight closure, the field was checked with endoscope before applying the Surgicel layer and no Valsalva maneuver was applied after the reconstruction. Sphenoid sinus mucosa was approximated as much as possible on the arachnoid layer or graft material (under the Surgicel layer). We routinely used a light nasal packing for patients to prevent nasal blowing. Restriction of straining in all kinds (nasal blowing, weight lifting, bending, getting Mecca position, etc.) was completely discussed with the patient preoperatively and during first postoperative visit for nasal toileting one week postoperatively. Nasal packing was removed around day 3 postoperative and patients were discharged if remained uneventful within 24 hours thereafter. The patients were checked for nasal symptoms on week 2 and 4 and month 2 and 3 postoperatively and according to routine neurosurgical follow up visits thereafter.

Postoperative complications related to the
adopted reconstruction strategies (including CSF leaks and meningitis) were evaluated in all patients.

**Statistical analysis:** Data are presented as number (frequency percentage, %) and means ± standard deviation. A p-value of less than .05 was considered significant. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 17 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois).

**Results**
We analyzed data from 112 (46.7%) male and 128 (53.3%) female patients, with a mean age of 39.4± 9.7 years (ranging from 16 to 73), who underwent pure endoscopic endonasal transsphenoidal surgery for pituitary adenomas. Nineteen (7.9%) patients had a history of at least one previous conventional transsphenoidal surgery, and 11 (4.5%) had at least one previous craniotomy. Among the 240 adenomas, 34 (14.1%) were microadenoma and 206 (85.8%) macroadenoma. The tumors included 117 (48.8%) non-functional adenomas, and 123 (51.2%) functional ones.

**Intra-operative CSF leak:** One hundred and thirty three patients (55.4%) had CSF leaks of grade 0, 78 patients (32.5%) grade 1, and 29 patients (12%) grade 2. Stage I of reconstruction was used in 126 patients (52.5%) who had neither intra-operative CSF leak nor severe prolapse of arachnoid membrane. Stage II reconstruction was performed in 80 patients (33.3%) with either CSF leak grade 1 (73 patients) or grade 0 with a severe prolapse of the suprasellar components coming out of the sella (2 cases) or in whom extra-pseudocapsular dissection performed (5 cases). Stage III reconstruction was performed in 34 cases (14.2%) with CSF leak grade 2 (29 patients) or in cases with grade 1 CSF leak having severe destruction (ghost sella) or removal of sellar floor laterally or having leak originating from arachnoid above the diaphragm under the tuberculum sella (5 patients).

**Outcomes:** Postoperative CSF leaks developed in 2 cases (0.8%), both of them with grade 1 of intra-operative leak (reconstructed according to stage II) which was treated by lumbar drainage in one and revision endoscopic repair in the other. The latter case had a much vascularized tumor that made the neurosurgeon uncertain about the pathology. Therefore only biopsies were made and because of CSF leak grade 1, the sella was reconstructed according to stage 2. But the patient experienced vision deterioration due to intralesional hemorrhage at the same night which led to trans-cranial resection of the tumor. The patient’s course of recovery went normal until he encounter with CSF rhinorrhea on day 8 post operatively and after sever nasal blowing since he missed the routine post-operative visit of otolaryngologist for nasal clearing.

There were 2 cases of post-operative meningitis (0.8%), one with grade 1 of intra-operative leak and the other one with grade 2. They had no obvious post-operative CSF leak in examination. Outbreak of Acinetobacter in ICU which led to one patient death but the other one successfully managed medically. Post-operative CSF leak or meningitis did not occurred again in the latter case in at least 2 years of follow up. We had no case of vision deterioration due to empty sella syndrome after the surgery.

**Discussion**
As the pituitary adenomas originate under the sellar diaphragm and out of the arachnoid membrane and subarachnoid space, transsphenoidal approach could be applied to resect these tumors usually without disrupting the arachnoid membrane and subsequent CSF leak (12). The use of an endoscope makes a transsphenoidal approach much easier in large tumors with vast extensions. However, as with conventional transsphenoidal approach, devastating postoperative complications can occur, such as CSF leaks that predispose the patients to life-threatening infections including meningitis, encephalo-
litis and pituitary abscesses (4, 10, 13, 14). Therefore, several strategies using different autologous or synthetic materials, techniques and instruments with different success rates have been suggested for repairing or reconstructing defects of the sellar floor to prevent postoperative CSF leak (1-4, 7, 11, 10, 15, 16).

The postoperative CSF leak following microscopic or endoscopic transsphenoidal pituitary surgeries is described to be encountered in 0 to as high as 27% of procedures, with generally less than 5% (1, 9, 17, 10). Various factors have been postulated to affect the likelihood of post-operative CSF leak including GH-secreting adenoma, old age, previous transsphenoidal surgery or radiotherapy and surgical experience, but arachnoid membrane violations and intra-operative CSF leak has been found to be the most important prognostic factors affecting the risk of postoperative CSF leaks that could increase the likelihood by 6 times (8-11, 18).

In 2001 Kelly and colleagues (7) presented their experience regarding repair and reconstruction of the sellar floor according to the severity of the intra-operative CSF leak in microscopic endonasal transsphenoidal pituitary procedures. To reconstruct the sellar floor, they applied only collagen sponge in case of small “weeping” CSF leak and abdominal fat for relatively large arachnoid defects. In both level, they reinforced the sellar floor using titanium mesh afterward. Using this strategy they reported an overall postoperative CSF leaks of 3.2%.

The grading system was then modified to consider the size of arachnoid defects in addition to the severity of the leak flow and then they used as a base for different reconstruction strategies (10, 11). Esposito and colleagues (10) classified intra-operative CSF leak in microscopic endonasal transsphenoidal pituitary approach according to the size of the defect and severity of leak as grade 0, if no leak observed; grade 1, if there was small leak without obvious diaphragmatic defect; grade 2, if moderate leak observed and grade 3, if there was a large diaphragmatic or dural defect. They repaired cranial base on the bases of using collagen sponge in grade 0, two layer of collagen sponge with intrasellar titanium mesh buttress in grade 1, intrasellar and sphenoid sinus fat grafts with collagen sponge overlay and titanium buttress in grade 2 and grade 3 and CSF diversion in most cases of grade 3. By applying this strategy they achieved 2.5% postoperative CSF leak.

The previous mentioned methods was modified by Kong et al (10) who took into consideration the size of opening in the arachnoid membrane (<5 or ≥5 mm) (7, 10). They used simple closure without tissue grafting in grade 0 (without intra-operative CSF leak) and reconstructed the sellar floor (non-randomly) in other grades using free-tissue grafting such as fat and mucosal grafting or gasket-seal method and entail postoperative CSF leaks of 10%.

Beside intra-operative CSF leak, other situations have also been considered as indications for reconstruction by others. Cappabianca et al (2) adopted a policy to re-
construct the sella in endoscopic transsphenoidal pituitary approach according to the presence of prolapse of the suprasellar cistern toward the sellar floor, bleeding from the medial wall of the cavernous sinus, injury of the carotid artery, paninvasive macroadenoma, and intra-operative CSF leaks regardless of the severity of the stream and with rate of postoperative CSF leaks of only 2.3 % (2).

In this study we graded the intra-operative CSF leak according to both the severity of the stream and the size of arachnoid defect. We thought the strength of the leak flow is an important factor that must be considered in the reconstruction since it can displace the graft materials. The size of the arachnoid defect also should be included as a relatively large defect that could show up with low output flow due to low ICP. The cutoff point for the size of arachnoid defect that we chose in the grading system was 1 mm because we believed that larger defects required stronger repair.

According to the strategy adopted for reconstruction, the main factor to categorize the cases was the aforementioned CSF leak grading system. The exceptions of each stage are factors that could have influenced success of the repair. For example at the time we started the extra pseudocapsular dissection method, it was previously suggested by Laws that this method may increases the likelihood of post-operative CSF leak (19). In order to take the advantage of this marvelous technique in total removal of the pituitary adenomas while overcoming the complication, we used at least stage II of reconstruction technique even though no CSF leak was encountered (of course in most of these cases we encountered grade 1 of CSF leak). In 2 cases we encountered severe prolapsed of arachnoid membrane coming out of sella with no intra operative CSF leak but reconstructed them according to the upper stage. Leaks originating from arachnoid membrane above the diaphragm sella were mostly high flow streams falling into the stage III category. In two of these cases that there were only drippings of CSF, since it was difficult to put the fat graft on the site of arachnoid membrane violation, the repair was supported by glue as stage III.

Apart from the CSF leak grading system and reconstruction strategy, the favorable outcome of postoperative leak of about 0.8% is likely to be the result of some additional adopted strategies. For instance the otolaryngologist was observing the entire field through the surgery as we believe meticulous homeostasis and continuous observation of the field especially arachnoid membrane for intra-operative leak is important to accurately classify the degree of leak, as small arachnoid violation or leaks that may remain undetectable at the end of procedure especially in tumors with suprasellar extension (because of folding of the loose diaphragma sella). Even application of Valsalva maneuver could have been increased the bleeding obscuring the low-output leakages.

Nowadays, more studies are focused on using vascularized mucosal flaps like middle turbinate mucosa and vascularized pediculed septal flaps, e.g. Hadad's nasoseptal flap, in extended approaches to reduce the risk of postoperative CSF leaks (3, 20-22). We have not use vascularized mucosal flap in a standard transsellar approach for pituitary adenoma but we tried to save sphenoid sinus mucosa as best as we could by using through-cutting instruments trying not to elevate it from the bone and only pushing it back from the sellar floor and bring the mucosal edges back over the defect as much as possible at the end of procedure before covering the defect with Surgicel. We believe this maneuver could accelerate mucosal repair, decreasing the likelihood of graft displacement and thereby reducing the likelihood of postoperative CSF leak.

This surgical strategy also had some disadvantages. An external skin incision is needed for graft harvesting, although it has the advantage of being autologous and inexpensive. The other issue was with the glue we used which needed to be cleaned out during postoperative visits. The use of...
absorbable glue may greatly alleviate this problem.

**Conclusion**

We believe that this reconstruction strategy according to the proposed CSF leak grading system with emphasize on a meticulous technique have minimized the post-operative leaks. The result support the strategy of not to reconstruct the sella as a routine step in the absence of CSF leaks. However, the use of pedicled flap for reconstruction of sellar defect needs to be evaluated in the future studies.
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